Spokesperson of today’s youth, builder of projects for tomorrow

Jean ROTTNER, President of the Région Grand Est

NEARLY
1 MILLION
YOUNG PEOPLE AGED
15 TO 29 YEARS

4 OBJECTIVES

Let the young people of our area have a say

Take their needs, their projects and their aspiration into account

Train young people in citizenship and decision-making

Exercising community responsibilities in society

THE REGIONAL COUNCIL
YOUNG PEOPLE OF THE GRAND EST

THE REGIONAL COUNCIL
YOUNG PEOPLE OF THE GRAND EST
HOW IT WORKS

YOUNG PEOPLE AGED 15 TO 29 YEARS
- pupils
- apprentices
- students
- workers
- job seekers

EQUALITY BETWEEN WOMEN AND MEN

72 YOUNG PEOPLE
- 3 plenary sessions / year
- 1 working session / month localised

ITS MAIN MISSIONS

- Educate and make proposals on «youth experience» projects
- Communicate with the regional community
- Be a relay to the young people of the region
- Be a creative force with young people of the Grand Est